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your rooms a neutral color?
Can you paint it yourself,
only paying for the paint,
brushes, tape, tarps and
turpentine and taking a

real estate agent. She can be
reached at 949-678-3373 or
leslie@leslieeskildsen.com.
Page : RE04
Her website is
leslieeskildsen.com.

A quick QR scan and you’ve communicated a lot
QR codes are an amazing way ny’s QR codes. Meanwhile, Microsoft Tag technology is closed,
to communicate. I believe QR
meaning you can only create
codes are very misunderstood
and scan Microsoft Tags using
and, more importantly, misused
Microsoft’s platform.
in the commercial real
“While some believe the
estate industry. I will
open nature of QR codes
attempt to explain why
will help them gain tracand share with you the
tion and become more
ways QR codes (or MS
widespread in the marTags) work.
ketplace, others argue
What are QR codes,
ALLEN
that by controlling the
anyway? QR, or quick
BUCHANAN
entire scanning process,
response, codes are twoCONTRIBUTING
Microsoft will be better
dimensional bar codes
COLUMNIST
able to assure quality,
that allow the author to
and thus rise to the top,”
embed text, URLs, phone
said Nicole Hall, an account
numbers or a virtual business
manager with Mobilize Worldcard. They are free and easy to
wide, in a report at the 60 Seproduce and are “open source,”
cond Marketer blog.
meaning they can be created by
You will need a QR code readmany companies, and each comer application for your smartpany’s code reader should be
phone or tablet. I use the AT&T
able to read every other compa-
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QR codes can include text,
URLs, phone numbers and more.
scanner on my iPhone and iPad.
The website for scanning MS
Tags is gettag.mobi
What is the best use for
tags in commercial real estate? Tags (whether QR codes
or MS tags) should supply content that is easily viewable or

usable on a mobile format. As an
example, my QR code includes
contact information that automatically drops into your contact manager, so you don’t have
to insert the information manually. I also display this code
on my business card, and I get a
lot of questions. (And the wow
factor is epic!) Folks that I meet
and with whom I exchange
cards have an easy way to save
my information, so I don’t end
up in a stack of cards in their
drawer.
Another great way to use tags
is embedded video. Remember,
the four things that can be
baked into a tag are text, phone
numbers, URLs and v-cards.
Well, guess what? Video content
loaded into YouTube has a URL
that can be captured and em-

bedded. Using tags and embedded video content allows you to
communicate a message in a
way that a static website cannot
do as well.
Specifically, a virtual tour can
be recorded, a tag created and
affixed to a brochure or postcard. Once the marketing collateral is received, the code can be
scanned, and voila – the tour
unfolds.
Have fun creating your tags,
and you will unleash the power
of scanning!
Allen Buchanan is a principal
and commercial real estate broker
at Lee & Associates, Orange.
He can be reached at 714-564-7104
or abuchanan@lee-associates.com.
His website is

allencbuchanan.com

Open forums can be useful, but only if limits are set
Q. I read your column most weekends members may observe board
with great interest. One subject I do deliberation, but the law does
not give members the right to
not recall seeing handled recently is
participate. The directors are
the right to speak at board meetbeing held accountable
ings. Our association has a
for their decisions, have
Homeowners Forum for
agenda packets, and have
owners. However some
committed to come preowners also claim the
pared. Those in the auright to speak on all agendience have not the liabilda subjects, effectively
ity, preparation or responco-deliberating with the
sibility. That is why it is
board. This would make an
critical that attendees not
interesting subject for a
participate in board disfuture column. – J.L.,
KELLY G.
Oceanside
RICHARDSON cussions, but instead
listen.
A. The Open Meeting Act CONTRIBUTING
COLUMNIST
Open forum is the time
at Civil 4925(b) requires
for members to speak,
all membership or open
and directors to listen. Outside
board meetings have a time for
of open forum, the board dismembers to speak. A properly
cusses while the members listen.
used open forum is a very vaConsider these guidelines:
luable meeting feature. Some
Directors:
associations avoid open forum,
● Set reasonable time limits.
while others have unrestricted
Most associations allow 2 or 3
open forum. Both extremes are
minutes per speaker. Have a
unhealthy.
timekeeper give members a “30
Except for closed sessions,

second warning” to help them.
● The law does not require
speakers to identify their topic in
advance, so don’t require it.
● Do not interrupt, argue with
or respond to the speakers during their time.
● Listen to the speakers, take
notes and demonstrate attentiveness to their concerns.
● Do not record open forum
comments in the meeting minutes – comments are not action.
● Some owners may disagree or
even criticize the board. Deal
with it – directors do not know
everything, and the speaker
might have a valid point.
● After open forum concludes,
the chair should inquire if anything mentioned in open forum
should be referred to a committee or management. If any questions can be immediately answered, then provide the answers.

● Be consistent. The chair
should not allow comments from
the floor once open forum is
closed, and also should stop
directors from interrupting open
forum remarks.
● Consider reopening open forum on issues of major importance or where the board desires
member input on a specific topic.
● Do not discuss open forum
topics. In open forum, members
can discuss anything. Except for
emergencies, the board discusses
only agenda items.
● Adopt board meeting rules.
Inform attendees how meetings
are run and set decorum standards.
To association members:
● Open forum is for members,
not tenants or other non-owners.
If you need to communicate to
the board, be there.
● Be organized. Your time is
short. Focus on your main point
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and not everything you can
think of.
● Address HOA issues, not global warming or high taxes.
● Don’t bring a long list of questions and demand that each be
immediately answered. It may
take time to provide the requested information.
● Control your behavior. Yelling,
cursing, insulting or other abusive behavior is never acceptable.
● Outside of open forum, listen
and don’t interject. To deliberate
board issues, run for the board!
Kelly G. Richardson, Esq. is a
Fellow of the College of Community
Association Lawyers and Managing
Partner of Richardson Harman
Ober PC, a law firm known for
community association advice.
Submit questions to
KRichardson@RHOpc.com.
Past columns at

HOAHomefront.com
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